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WHY DO I CARE?
This past Wednesday at about 4pm EST, several high-profile twitter accounts the likes of Joe
Biden, Barack Obama, Elon Musk, and others posted similar messages on Twitter: Send Bitcoin
and I will send you back double your money. In total, the attackers are reported to have stolen just
over $100,000 from a total of about 300 transactions.
This hack was noteworthy for a number of reasons. First, (1) the attackers compromised Twitter
itself, not the individual accounts used to gather the roughly $100,000 bitcoin. Second, (2) the
sophistication of the attack coupled with the value of the data and account access that the attackers
had was not commensurate with the paltry sum of money collected through the scam (nor could
they have reasonably expected to have collected much from such a scam).
But perhaps more interesting than either of these reasons is that the hack itself isn’t particularly
noteworthy. In other words, hacks like this have happened before, and they have generated far
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more damage. Just this past March, Jackson County, Georgia’ computer systems were seized with
ransomware by hackers who were paid $400,000 in ransom. In the last few years, we have seen
attacks as damaging as the Equifax breach, the WannaCry and Petya cyber-attacks, as well as the
shadow brokers hack which leaked hacking tools from the NSA, including several zero-day exploits,
which continued to leak out the next 8 months. Considering the amount of damage that some of
these hacks have already caused, it’s natural to ask if there is anything that can be done to stop
them.
Maybe this hack will serve as a wake-up call, but as cyber security expert Bruce Schneier points
out, if past incidents involving Twitter and other companies are any indication, it won’t. Fixing it
requires changes in the law, not changes in the hearts of the company’s leaders. “The problem,”
according to Schneier, “is economic, and fixing it requires doing two things. One is regulating these
companies and requiring them to spend more money on security. The second is reducing their
monopoly power.”
Today’s guest will likely agree with the diagnosis that security and data privacy (or lack thereof) is
a huge problem, his solutions however focus on replacing legacy systems and platforms with
blockchain enabled technology, specifically decentralized, distributed computing and cryptography.
Though I am excited to discuss these solutions with him (and am hopeful about the efficacy of their
application) I am skeptical about such broad claims. Much of the bitcoin/crypto community puts
excessive faith in markets to solve problems that have historically required progressive regulatory
regimes to address. Even if a decentralized twitter were to arise, who is to say that people would
use it in place of an existing, free one? How much would it cost for someone to use such a
decentralized platform on a monthly or annual basis? Such solutions introduce tradeoffs that many
people may not be willing (or more likely, able) to make.
Besides a conversation about Twitter and decentralization, I want to use this opportunity to dive
deep into the Blockstack protocol including proof-of-transfer, which seems like a really interesting
and ingenious mechanism for bootstrapping a cryptocurrency that other projects using a similar
PoS type architecture could consider deploying as well.
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QUESTIONS
Background — Q: Can you fill me and my
listeners in on your background? Q: How did you
get interested in problems of cryptography,
consensus, and distributed trust?
Twitter Attack — Let’s talk for a moment about
what happened at roughly 8pm GMT this past
Wednesday. The attackers are believed to have
gained access either through paying off Twitter
employees to gain access to an administrative
tool, or from a compromised employee's account to access the tool directly. According to
screenshots seen by Motherboard, at least some of the accounts appear to have been
compromised by changing the email address associated with them using an internal tool at Twitter.
In all, four sources close to or inside the underground hacking community provided Motherboard
with screenshots of the user tool. Two sources said the Twitter panel was also used to change
ownership of some so-called OG accounts—accounts that have a handle consisting of only one or
two characters—as well as facilitating the tweeting of the cryptocurrency scams from the high
profile accounts. Q: What do we know about this attack? Q: Does Twitter or the FBI have any idea
who might have been behind it (early leads)? Q: What do we know about how the attack was
conducted and how the hackers manage to gain access to Twitter's administrative tools so that
they could alter the accounts themselves and post the tweets directly?
What Did We Learn — Q: What else did we learn as a result of the attack? Q: What do we know
about the internal security practices of Twitter? Q: What have we learned that we didn’t already
know about much access employees at the company have over user data? Q: What do the leaked
screenshots of admin panels tell us?
History of Cyberattacks — Let’s talk for a moment about how prevalent such attacks are and why
their incidence is growing over the years. Q: Where does this attack fit when viewed in the broader
timeline of attacks conducted against government and the private sector? Q: How does this attack
rank in sophistication? Q: How does it rank in terms of the value of what the attackers had access
to or what they could have done?
Regulatory Solutions — According to one of
our previous guests, well-known cybersecurity
expert Bruce Schneier, the problem that this
hack and others like it highlight, “is economic,
and fixing it requires doing two things. One is
regulating these companies and requiring them
to spend more money on security. The second
is reducing their monopoly power. Q: Where
does regulation and ant-trust action fit into the
solution set here? Q: Is it fair to say that there is
MUCH more that these companies can do, even
if they are operating centralized platforms? Q: Is
there room for a mixed solution that involves
regulation and decentralization? Q: Wouldn’t
anti-trust regulation actually help advance the
growth and adoption of decentralized solutions?
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Blockstack Solution — Q: What is Blockstack and how is what you are doing with this project part
of the solution?
Blockstack Tech — Q: How does Blockstack work? Q: How is its approach different than other
projects in the space, most notably Ethereum? Q: How does Proof-of-Transfer work?
Application Ecosystem — Q: What sorts of applications have been built so far? Q: How have you
managed to develop interest in your ecosystem? Q: How much are you depending on developers
who are already in the space switching over to developing on your platform and how much do you
think you will be able to pull from the millions of developers no involved in the space?
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A Brazen Online Attack Targets V.I.P. Twitter Users in a Bitcoin Scam
In a major show of force, hackers breached some of the site’s most prominent accounts, a Who’s
Who of Americans in politics, entertainment and tech.

It was about 4 in the afternoon on Wednesday on the East Coast when chaos struck online. Dozens
of the biggest names in America — including Joseph R. Biden Jr., Barack Obama, Kanye West,
Bill Gates and Elon Musk — posted similar messages on Twitter: Send Bitcoin and the famous
people would send back double your money.
It was all a scam, of course, the result of one of the
most brazen online attacks in memory.
A first wave of attacks hit the Twitter accounts of
prominent cryptocurrency leaders and companies.
But soon after, the list of victims broadened to include
a Who’s Who of Americans in politics, entertainment
and tech, in a major show of force by the hackers.
Twitter quickly removed many of the messages, but
in some cases similar tweets were sent again from
the same accounts, suggesting that Twitter was
powerless to regain control.
The company eventually disabled broad swaths of its service, including the ability of verified users
to tweet, for a couple of hours as it scrambled to prevent the scam from spreading further. The
company sent a tweet saying that it was investigating the problem and looking for a fix. “You may
be unable to Tweet or reset your password while we review and address this incident,” the company
said in a second tweet. Service was restored around 8:30 Wednesday night.
Twitter’s investigation into the breach revealed that several employees who had access to internal
systems had their accounts compromised in a “coordinated social engineering attack,” a
spokesman said, referring to attacks that trick people into giving up their credentials. The attackers
then used Twitter’s internal systems to tweet from
high-profile accounts like Mr. Biden’s.
“We’re looking into what other malicious activity they
may have conducted or information they may have
accessed,” Twitter’s spokesman added. “We’ve taken
significant steps to limit access to internal systems
and tools while our investigation is ongoing.”
Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s chief executive, said in a post
Wednesday night that it was a “tough day for us at
Twitter. We all feel terrible this happened. We’re
diagnosing and will share everything we can when we
have a more complete understanding of exactly what happened.”
The hackers did not use their access to take aim at any important institutions or infrastructure —
instead just asking for Bitcoin. But the attack was concerning to security experts because it
suggested that the hackers could have easily caused much more havoc.
There was little immediate evidence for who conducted the attack. One of the most obvious culprits
for an attack of this scale, North Korea, has been documented to have used Bitcoin extensively in
the past. But its nature — “effective, but also amateurish” in the words of one senior American
intelligence official — led American intelligence agencies to an initial assessment that this was most
likely the work of an individual hacker, not a state.
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Had it been Russia, China, North Korea or Iran, said the official, who would not speak on the record
because they were not authorized to discuss an intelligence investigation, the effort would have
probably focused on trying to trigger stock market havoc, or perhaps the issuance of political
pronouncements in the name of Mr. Biden or other targets.
Officials also noted that the breach did not affect the account of one of the most watched and
powerful users of Twitter: President Trump. Mr. Trump’s account is under a special kind of lockand-key after past incidents, the official noted.
Security experts said that the wide-ranging attacks hinted that the problem was caused by a
security flaw in Twitter’s service, not by lax security measures used by the people who were
targeted. Alex Stamos, director of the Stanford Internet Observatory and the former chief security
officer at Facebook, said there were a range of other theories, but all suggested that the attackers
got inside Twitter’s system, rather than stealing the passwords of individual users.
One American official called that a “scary possibility” in a world where national leaders, sometimes
imitating Mr. Trump’s techniques, have adopted Twitter as a primary source of unfiltered
communications.
“It could have been much worse. We got lucky that this is what they decided to do with their power,”
Mr. Stamos said.
The hacker or hackers made some rookie errors. Mr. Stamos said that because the attackers had
sent identical messages from the compromised accounts, they were easy to detect and delete. The
decision to ask for money through Bitcoin, he added, showed that the attackers were most likely
unable or unwilling to launder money or use their access for a more sophisticated scam.
The messages were a version of a long-running scam in which hackers pose as public figures on
Twitter and promise to match or even triple any funds that are sent to their Bitcoin wallets. But the
attacks Wednesday were the first time that the real accounts of public figures were used in such a
scam.
Bitcoin is a popular vehicle for this type of scam because once a victim sends money, the design
of Bitcoin, with no institution in charge, makes it essentially impossible to recover the funds.
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By Wednesday evening, the Bitcoin wallets
promoted in the tweets had received over
300 transactions and Bitcoin worth over
$100,000, according to websites that track
Bitcoin’s public ledger of transactions,
which is known as the blockchain.
A scam on Twitter was propelled into the
mainstream after hackers took control of
several high-profile accounts and directed
their followers to send them Bitcoin with a
promise that they would double the amount.
Twitter initially handled the attacks by
taking down the offending tweets. A
spokesman for the Biden campaign said
that Twitter had removed the tweet
promoting the scam and locked down Mr.
Biden’s account.
But the hackers kept control of many of the
accounts, such as those of Mr. Musk and
Mr. West, and sent out new messages as
soon as the old ones were taken down.
As Twitter locked down verified accounts in an attempt to stop the attack, the company also
hampered its function as a real-time news service. Derrick Snyder, a meteorologist in Kentucky,
said in a series of tweets that the National Weather Service could not issue warnings about a
tornado in Illinois because its account, one that Twitter had verified, was shut down.
“What a mess,” Mr. Snyder wrote. “There is a tornado warning in effect.”
Twitter has fallen victim to breaches before. Last August, hackers compromised the account of
Twitter’s chief, Mr. Dorsey, and posted racist messages and bomb threats. His account was taken
over after hackers transferred his phone number to a new SIM card, which stores a phone’s
number. The practice, known as SIM-swapping, allowed hackers to tweet from Mr. Dorsey’s
account.
In 2017, a rogue worker at the company used their access to Twitter’s systems to briefly delete
President Trump’s Twitter account. The account was restored within minutes, but the incident
raised questions about Twitter’s security as it serves as a megaphone for politicians and celebrities.
And in 2010, Twitter settled a complaint brought by the Federal Trade Commission, in which the
regulator claimed that the company did not do enough to protect users’ personal information. The
F.T.C. charged that “serious lapses” in Twitter’s security allowed hackers to take control of
company systems and send out phony tweets from high- profile accounts, including Mr. Obama’s.
As part of the settlement, Twitter agreed to undergo security audits for 10 years.
On Wednesday evening, Senator Josh Hawley, a Republican from Missouri, wrote a letter to Mr.
Dorsey asking for information on the attack, including how many users were compromised.
Shares in the social media company fell 3 percent in after- hours trading.
Cybersecurity experts said the attack showed how vulnerable social media remains to attacks.
“This demonstrates a real risk for the elections,” Mr. Stamos said. “Twitter has become the most
important platform when it comes to discussion among political elites, and it has real vulnerabilities.”
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What the Twitter Hack Revealed: An Election System Teeming With Risks

The breach that targeted Joe Biden, Barack Obama and others served as a
warning: Had it happened on Nov. 3, hoping to upend the election, the political
fallout could have been quite different.
By David E. Sanger, Nicole Perlroth and Nick Corasaniti
July 16, 2020
Over the past year government officials have raced to help states replace voting machines that
leave no paper trail, and to harden vulnerable online voter registration systems that many fear
Russia, or others, could hijack to trigger chaos on Election Day.
But this week, the country got a startling vision of other perils in political disinformation — and how
many other ways there may be to manipulate turnout, if not votes.
The breach by a hacker or hackers who bored into the command center of Twitter on Wednesday
— seizing control of Joseph R. Biden Jr.’s and Barack Obama’s blue-checked accounts, among
many others — served as a warning that some of the most critical infrastructure that could influence
the election is not in the hands of government experts, and is far less protected than anyone
assumed even a day ago.
The hackers probably did the nation a favor. With a crude scheme to deceive users into thinking
that Mr. Biden and Mr. Obama were asking them for donations in Bitcoin — which sent more than
$120,000 flowing into their cryptocurrency wallets — they revealed how simple it may be to imitate
the powerful and the trusted.
Had saboteurs infiltrated Twitter on Nov. 3 instead of in the middle of July, with the goal of upending
the election, the political fallout could have been quite different. False warnings of a coronavirus
outbreak in key precincts in Wisconsin or Pennsylvania could have untold impact on a close vote
in a battleground state. Deceptive tweets from political party accounts saying polling places were
closed could sow confusion.
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Or imagine a fake declaration, under Mr. Biden’s account, that he was dropping out of the race —
a nightmare scenario for Democrats that some federal officials said they were talking about
hypothetically among themselves on Wednesday night as the scope of Twitter’s failure became
clear.
Similar war gaming about social media and election interference has played out in classified
simulations conducted by the Department of Homeland Security, which is responsible for securing
the 2020 election, and at Fort Meade, Md., home of the National Security Agency and United States
Cyber Command. The results have never fully been made public.
But the nation is now getting a very public look at the impact of disinformation when trusted
accounts of politicians and prominent Americans are hacked — with voters confused and more
wary than ever of who is telling the truth, blue check or no blue check. The disruption revealed that
the social media platform favored by the president — one that the federal courts concluded a year
ago is a conduit for official messages about national policy — was as vulnerable, in its own way,
as the aging registration databases that Russian intelligence invaded four years ago in Arizona,
Illinois and other states.
Investigators are still trying to determine exactly how the hackers got inside Twitter’s systems and
took such command of the platform that, when Twitter employees took the Bitcoin-seeking
messages down, the disinformation popped right back up. Many of the details remain unclear:
Investigators are still trying to determine if the hackers tricked a Twitter employee into handing over
login information. Twitter suggested on Wednesday that the hackers had used “social engineering,”
a strategy to gain passwords or other personal information by posing as a trusted person like a
company representative.
But another line of inquiry includes whether a Twitter employee was bribed for his or her credentials,
something one person who claimed responsibility for the hacking told the technology
site Motherboard.
In the end, it may matter less how they did it than that they succeeded. As Christopher Krebs, who
leads the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Agency at the Department of Homeland Security, has
often noted, influencing an election requires either hacking into voter systems or hacking into
voters’ brains. The Twitter breach demonstrated yet another way to accomplish the latter, what Mr.
Krebs called on Thursday “the more likely, less costly way” to mount an attack.
Until Wednesday’s attack, most of the officials and analysts at the array of federal agencies
confronting election threats were focused heavily on voting systems — because that is the area
over which governments have most control. Their particular worry was a convergence of
cybercriminals and national intelligence agencies, particularly in Russia, deploying ransomware
against underprotected American cities and towns.
A leaked F.B.I. warning from May 1 said ransomware hackers could seek to lock up registration
databases, a move that would disrupt both in-person voting and the mailing and processing of mailin ballots. The F.B.I. warning suggested that ransomware attacks “will likely threaten the availability
of data on interconnected election servers, even if that is not the actors’ intention.”
The bureau had reason to worry: Atlanta, Baltimore and towns across Florida and Texas have been
victims of attacks that locked up their data, making it impossible to pay taxes, get potholes fixed or
obtain a building permit. The advisory noted that cybercriminals broke into the American companies
that provide internet services to Louisiana election officials late last year, then carefully timed their
ransomware attack to a week before an election.
It was a wake-up call, F.B.I. analysts said, to what American states and counties might expect in
2020.
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But the Twitter hacking suggested yet another vector for attack. And it was a reminder of three
particular challenges facing those trying to secure the election. The first is assessing possible
vulnerabilities so the country is not playing catch-up once again, long after Election Day, to outside
interference with the election system or on social media. (The extent of Russia’s manipulation of
Facebook posts in 2016, for example, became clear only after President Trump had been elected.)
The second is how well the country can lock down these systems in the 100-plus days left before
the election, beyond the obvious “critical infrastructure” that will enable the Nov. 3 vote. And the
third is whether it is possible to build some national resilience to respond quickly, as Twitter tried,
if something goes wrong.
The F.B.I. is investigating how the hackers got inside Twitter’s systems. Jason Henry for The New
York Times
Since 2016, thousands of pages of federal investigative reports have been published on what went
wrong in the presidential election that year, and a congressional Cyberspace Solarium Commission
has produced long lists of recommendations of how private enterprise and the government can
work together.
But then there are days like Wednesday, when it seems as if all the studies were insufficient.
“We have seen disconcerting incidents of account takeovers before,” said John Hultquist, the senior
director of intelligence analysis at FireEye, one of the leading cybersecurity firms, “but we are very
concerned about the possibility of real foreign actors hijacking legitimate sources of information —
key media accounts for instance — and using that to push out disinformation” close to Election
Day.
“By the time we unwind everything to figure out what happened, it could be too late,” he added.
“That’s a very real scenario.”
Or, as Laura Rosenberger, a former State Department official who now directs the Alliance for
Securing Democracy project at the German Marshall Fund, noted, “What hasn’t changed is our
failure to think ahead. Our adversaries have an ability to turn this infrastructure, which we have
created, against us, and we need to be better at anticipating the threat vectors.”
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Similar thoughts haunt state election officials on both sides of the aisle, who say they are alarmed
about what could happen if the mega-microphones of accounts belonging to the likes of Mr. Biden
or Mr. Obama broadcast a bit of electoral disinformation.
Alex Padilla, the secretary of state in California, home to Twitter headquarters, said that while state
officials had run simulations of a social media disinformation campaign disrupting an election day,
they hadn’t imagined a situation in which Twitter itself was hacked. Still, he said, threats posed by
disinformation motivated him to set up VoteSure, a statewide voting information effort sparked by
the special counsel’s investigation of Russian interference in the 2016 election.
“I wouldn’t say it was a new concern, but I would say it’s a big reminder given what we’ve all been
through over the last four years,” Mr. Padilla said.
In Ohio, Frank LaRose, the secretary of state, has been conducting seminars to inform local officials
about disinformation tactics and how to respond, and directing much of Ohio’s federal election
funds to shoring up election security. But the attack on Twitter opened a new front, he said.
“From my time in the Army, I learned that the enemy is always going to be innovating to try to find
our vulnerabilities,” Mr. LaRose said in a statement. “We’re doing everything we can to stay ahead
of the curve, including going straight into targeted communities and arming them with the tools they
need to fight back against disinformation.”
Of course, no one should be shocked at high-profile account takeovers: The account of Jack
Dorsey, Twitter’s chief executive, was compromised last year. Last year, two Twitter employees
were accused of abusing their access to aid Saudi Arabia’s efforts to spy on dissidents abroad.
And as far back as 2013, the Syrian Electronic Army hacked The Associated Press’s Twitter
account, issuing false warnings that an explosion at the White House had injured Mr. Obama. By
the time the tweet could be corrected, and the hackers exposed, the stock market had plunged.
Seven years later, fears are heightened by the uncertainty over how to deal with life in a so-called
dirty network, where data and information are coursing through Americans’ phones on apps of
questionable security — Twitter is now in that category — or under foreign control.
That is why companies ranging from PayPal and Wells Fargo, and political organizations like the
Democratic National Committee, have told employees to delete the Chinese social media app
TikTok from their corporate devices. On Wednesday, as the Twitter drama was unfolding, Mr.
Trump’s chief of staff, Mark Meadows, said the government was considering banning TikTok
entirely.
“There are a number of administration officials who are looking at the national security risk as it
relates to TikTok, WeChat and other apps that have the potential for national security exposure,”
Mr. Meadows said on Air Force One, “specifically as it relates to the gathering of information on
American citizens by a foreign adversary.”
But Twitter is an American company — no one is going to ban it — and it’s the way that Mr.
Meadows’s boss communicates with his constituents and, often, with his own government. The
question is whether its security flaws can be fixed in the next 16 weeks.
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The Twitter Hacks Have to Stop
Twitter and companies like it are essential to the functioning of the economy and the country. The
government needs to start treating them that way, and that means both requiring them to do a
better job on security and breaking them up.
Twitter was hacked this week. Not a few people’s Twitter accounts, but all of Twitter. Someone
compromised the entire Twitter network, probably by stealing the log-in credentials of one of
Twitter’s system administrators. Those are the people trusted to ensure that Twitter functions
smoothly.
The hacker used that access to send tweets from a variety of popular and trusted accounts,
including those of Joe Biden, Bill Gates, and Elon Musk, as part of a mundane scam—stealing
bitcoin—but it’s easy to envision more nefarious scenarios. Imagine a government using this sort
of attack against another government, coordinating a series of fake tweets from hundreds of
politicians and other public figures the day before a major election, to affect the outcome. Or to
escalate an international dispute. Done well, it would be devastating.
Whether the hackers had access to Twitter direct messages is not known. These DMs are not endto-end encrypted, meaning that they are unencrypted inside Twitter’s network and could have been
available to the hackers. Those messages—between world leaders, industry CEOs, reporters and
their sources, heath organizations—are much more valuable than bitcoin. (If I were a nationalintelligence agency, I might even use a bitcoin scam to mask my real intelligence-gathering
purpose.) Back in 2018, Twitter said it was exploring encrypting those messages, but it hasn’t yet.
Internet communications platforms—such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube—are crucial in
today’s society. They’re how we communicate with one another. They’re how our elected leaders
communicate with us. They are essential infrastructure. Yet they are run by for-profit companies
with little government oversight. This is simply no longer sustainable. Twitter and companies like it
are essential to our national dialogue, to our economy, and to our democracy. We need to start
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treating them that way, and that means both
requiring them to do a better job on security and
breaking them up.
In the Twitter case this week, the hacker’s tactics
weren’t particularly sophisticated. We will almost
certainly learn about security lapses at Twitter that
enabled the hack, possibly including a SIMswapping attack that targeted an employee’s
cellular service provider, or maybe even a bribed
insider. The FBI is investigating.
This kind of attack is known as a “class break.” Class
breaks are endemic to computerized systems, and
they’re not something that we as users can defend
against with better personal security. It didn’t matter
whether individual accounts had a complicated and
hard-to-remember
password,
or
two-factor
authentication. It didn’t matter whether the accounts
were normally accessed via a Mac or a PC. There was literally nothing any user could do to protect
against it.
Class breaks are security vulnerabilities that break not just one system, but an entire class of
systems. They might exploit a vulnerability in a particular operating system that allows an attacker
to take remote control of every computer that runs on that system’s software. Or a vulnerability in
internet-enabled digital video recorders and webcams that allows an attacker to recruit those
devices into a massive botnet. Or a single vulnerability in the Twitter network that allows an attacker
to take over every account.
For Twitter users, this attack was a double whammy. Many people rely on Twitter’s authentication
systems to know that someone who purports to be a certain celebrity, politician, or journalist is
really that person. When those accounts were hijacked, trust in that system took a beating. And
then, after the attack was discovered and Twitter temporarily shut down all verified accounts, the
public lost a vital source of information.
There are many security technologies companies like Twitter can implement to better protect
themselves and their users; that’s not the issue. The problem is economic, and fixing it requires
doing two things. One is regulating these companies and requiring them to spend more money on
security. The second is reducing their monopoly power.
The security regulations for banks are complex and detailed. If a low-level banking employee were
caught messing around with people’s accounts, or if she mistakenly gave her log-in credentials to
someone else, the bank would be severely fined. Depending on the details of the incident, senior
banking executives could be held personally liable. The threat of these actions helps keep our
money safe. Yes, it costs banks money; sometimes it severely cuts into their profits. But the banks
have no choice.
The opposite is true for these tech giants. They get to decide what level of security you have on
your accounts, and you have no say in the matter. If you are offered security and privacy options,
it’s because they decided you can have them. There is no regulation. There is no accountability.
There isn’t even any transparency. Do you know how secure your data is on Facebook, or in Apple’s
iCloud, or anywhere? You don’t. No one except those companies do. Yet they’re crucial to the
country’s national security. And they’re the rare consumer product or service allowed to operate
without significant government oversight.
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For example, President Donald Trump’s Twitter account
wasn’t hacked as Joe Biden’s was, because that account
has “special protections,” the details of which we don’t
know. We also don’t know what other world leaders have
those protections, or the decision process surrounding
who gets them. Are they manual? Can they scale? Can
all verified accounts have them? Your guess is as good
as mine.
In addition to security measures, the other solution is to
break up the tech monopolies. Companies like Facebook
and Twitter have so much power because they are so large, and they face no real competition.
This is a national-security risk as well as a personal-security risk. Were there 100 different Twitterlike companies, and enough compatibility so that all their feeds could merge into one interface, this
attack wouldn’t have been such a big deal. More important, the risk of a similar but more politically
targeted attack wouldn’t be so great. If there were competition, different platforms would offer
different security options, as well as different posting rules, different authentication guidelines—
different everything. Competition is how our economy works; it’s how we spur innovation.
Monopolies have more power to do what they want in the quest for profits, even if it harms people
along the way.
This wasn’t Twitter’s first security problem involving trusted insiders. In 2017, on his last day of
work, an employee shut down President Donald Trump’s account. In 2019, two people were
charged with spying for the Saudi government while they were Twitter employees.
Maybe this hack will serve as a wake-up call. But if past incidents involving Twitter and other
companies are any indication, it won’t. Underspending on security, and letting society pay the
eventual price, is far more profitable. I don’t blame the tech companies. Their corporate mandate
is to make as much money as is legally possible. Fixing this requires changes in the law, not
changes in the hearts of the company’s leaders.
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